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Survive wilderness survival tips

Sometimes we forget how easy we have . During our crazy life schedule we take a clean bottle of water when to get a push of the cotton, or a button to light a fire. But it is important to remember that in the blink of an eye, it can all go. Unexpected happens, you get into an accident or lose your way; now, it's just nothing to do with you and the forest civilization.
Here are ten basic survival tips for you to prepare-only in case. Communication is please please let someone know where you are going before closing for a trip. There is no difference where you go, even if you are unexpectedly stuck, you started anywhere in civilization. Tell close friends and family where you are going and if you have a specific route or time
amount you will go. Your head OnNow is now time to calm down and think positive. It doesn't sound like much, but hope goes through a long way, and in a survival situation, it starts with you, your attitude and you have no difference in how much fear and feeling alone you can be. First, have a realistic view and plan to keep the tancosity in the best possible
physical and mental state. If something is not working, like fire or shelter, do not hurry, because it can lead to panic. Stop, breathe and think about what you need, observe your surroundings and organize a new plan. Take the inventory-able everything you've got, because the second plan is in the south, these items will become your most valuable wealth and
can save your life. Don't even reduce the liaisof of the youngest knick-in-giri Powellsaon classic, Bisola, Brian Rubfatan, used his shoes to smell a fifty and make arrows for survival! Build a sohailat time to get creative. Familiarise one's own with how to build a lean; There are different types of shelter that you can build and each have different professions and
cons. Obviously you want to cover the head for heat and protection at night from elements like this. If you're in the rocky, hilly area, then look for overhangs. Otherwise, use organs and leaves or anything that can provide a molyth. Pine needle is usually ground in the hetty batches, perfect for bed. The Agua Banks Faoveryar body will not be more than three
days without water. If you are lucky enough to be close to a body of sweet water-good for you, just make sure your drink ingume before the ass. No water in view? Continue looking for you and still catch a rain or build water. Keep that belly hoppethings that comes to find the appropriate sources of food when you are in survival mode. Since nutrition will make
you work mentally and physically, you feel weak, dissuasional and mentally. There is a good idea to be familiar with edible wild berries and plants for future reference when out in the wild. Also, it's time to increase and extract the picy word from your words. When it comes to survival, to adopt anything and everything (carefully) the insects, eggs, fruits, leaves.
Learn to create some simple network to catch small animals and don't rely on just one food source. Important for protein strength; Find out what different nutrients your body needs for secretary sustainability. The lights that provide protection from these glowing red flames light, cooked food, heat and predators and pesky insects. Here are a few tried and true
techniques for conjuring: a word: toulekeep a jibi knife, or multiple device with you all the time, because you never know when you need it-and when you need it, you'll be glad you have to cut something, protect and prepare food-even if you have a dirty, little knife. Now just learn how to speed it up. HEL-PSurvival is your first priority, but don't forget-you also
need to get saved. Come up with an airplane planning action in case there are search parties or near it. You've seen it in movies — help or open a giant, easy-to-see fire pit in the s.o.s. the peter, or exit you can also use any luminous, metal objection for reflective purposes. A good idea of The Navagataonat is that you have a complex with you all the time,
but if it is not? Get old school and use stars-it's a lot easier than you think. Also, keep notes of rivers, routes or mountains-can lead to streets and civilization after them. We don't think too much about survival skills in our demanding society. Everything happens in contact with a screen, and we usually have to meet our basic needs somewhat easily. But what
happens when you're lost, stuck, or injured and you need to be protected from damage? Do you know that it is necessary to live long enough to protect the basic skills? Most people can be sure that they know how to survive in forest conditions. Many people also believe that survival of the survival of the micros can also be damaged or killed. For this reason
we have created this list of 50 of the most important bibsurvival proposals that may mean the difference between life and death. 1. Maintaining your behavior is the key to stay calm. Stay calm and take stock of your resources and immediate survival needs. It's a little afraid, but don't allow one's own to be duped by it. The determination is to be survival. 2.
Create an ideal shelter, you've taken one Or another item can be used as shelter. If not, you will need to create something from your available resources. A lean-on on its own is insufficient, so add sides and molyness by filling the difference between script and stick with small bug, pine needle and leaves. 3. Collect water in search of water is your second
biggest survival priority. Be ware of standing water such as lakes or pod, as it can be full of the bacteria and the bacteria. A running river or river is better, but it should also be clean before drinking water. Boiling water on fire, or filtering water (see below). 4. Start a fire starting your fire with a small bundle of tiner, grass, small bug, or pine needle. With luck,
you're brought with a flant and steel or a light. If not, then catch a glass with water and a clear plastic bag to ampliffy the amperovasi sun's rays and start the fire. 5. Keep burning fire once your fire is starting, make sure oxygen can flow. At the end of it, your kindle thack your fuel around the tinder in a mixed shape. Add small branches and logins first and get
you to burn them well before you add the thiker, long kindle scripts. 6. Learning to visit is important. A compass is easy, but you can use other tricks to find your way. Remember that the sun grows in the east and sets in the West. Find the North Star using the Big Spoon Constellation-North Star is at the end of the spoon handle. 7. If the rescuers are flying to
find you, take two signal sine, use two inns to catch their attention. A signal is not always reliable because of different sun-wells. Use the second id to first reflect the light to make sure that you are seen from above. 8. Catch small games It takes too much energy to hunt large animals, then focus on rabbits, squirrels, and fish for meat. Learn to make a snare to
catch them, or create an address of sharpanad stick. Bonus tap: Use animals to make bones and small pouches, and be sure to reject the veins away from your location to avoid attracting predatory animals. 9. Smoke from your campfire to attract the attention of smoking create a smoke signal. Create a smoke signal with materials such as pine and supraus
leaves to produce heavy smoke. The camp on the higher ground will be easily seen. 10. Create a water filter should be filtered to address the maximum shit, water shit, water in the wild, the water, the more and more unhealthy. Use an empty bottle or container and keep the small hole in it with your own umbrella or a sharpstick. Then fill the bottle for two
inches with a single bed, a thick sand bed, some ground charcoal from your fire, and fine sand. In the water, and it travels through every pert, the astrology will be filtered. 11. Take any small pieces of fabric four fabrics and keep a metal inside With a cover. Keep the container in the fire for a couple minutes. When the clothes are burned but still retained, you
have successfully made a four-cloth. Four fabrics are an ideal fire-starter because it's swelled with a small spark, to save you the gathering of time and energy. 12. The use of aluminium sheets are infinite in the survival condition of aluminium sheets. Use it to adapt your shelter from fashion transportation and cooking pots, or heat. You can use it as a dry
surface to start the fire. To save space, don't bring a full roll. Just put a few big sheets and tick them in your pack. 13. In addition to keeping your feet warm and dry, Take extra socks, socks can be used for a large number of other purposes. A clean socks can make water filters in a hot, or you can use it on your hands for extra heat. 14. Treatment sire sire
can be painful and you can travel as you slow down. Prevent the sire from covering your fingers in the rub tape as you walk. If you already have a blister, cover or cover the liquid with a sanitised pin or injection to its puncher. 15. How good for the panrock waterproifing spray, but if you have none, make sure your sleeping area and fire are high. Use hammok
or logs to elevate your body from the ground. Cover your sanctuary with pine branches and allow it to be sheltered off. 16. If you run across a wolf or coyote, protect animals, do not run or play dead. Look at the animals in the eyes and gently return away. 17. Find edible plants what plants are edible and which can make you sick or kill you. It takes you to
study and process to familiarise ye with edible plants. Even when you learn about these plants, you never eat a plant if you are in doubt. Common edible plants include cpandelin, wild grass, and acorns. 18. Treating small deficiencies any time your skin breaks, you are at risk of infection. An infection can be bad and becomes a serious problem, so it is
important to treat the reduction as soon as possible. Never wash the wound with dirty water. Use only filters and clean water to wash the wound well, and tie with a bandage from your first aid kit. 19. Care for hygiene there are some hygiene methods that can be largely ignored in the case of long-term survival, but others should not be its lion. Having your
tooth clean will prevent painful tooth infections. Fashion a toothbrush from the brush peel, or clean your teeth with just a cloth. Try to maintain areas where soon (such as between the fingers, the fingers) to prevent clean and dry bacteria and the fingers buildup. 20. Learn the churches if you never have another church So, learn the blyn's church. The blyn is
the kind of church that gets tough you — a real multipurpose church. After making a loup, remember this: The rabbit comes out The hole, in front of the tree, goes behind the tree, and its original hole down. 21. When you catch a small animal to eat, eat ready so far from your shelter, ensure skin and reject your fire and animals far away from the sanctuary
and still ahead. It will prevent any predatoranimals from catching the scent of murder and paying their camps a visit to their own food. 22. Other ways to find water rain is the most obvious way to collect water, but what if it does not rain? You can collect water from trees, which is the full day's persinating water. Tie a plastic bag around the tree branches and
leave there. When you come back to it, you will be collecting the water that is attached inside the bag. 23. Travel through the forest in darkness is dangerous not to travel at night. Most predatory animals are the sherby, which means they will see you before you see them. There are risks in the area that you can't even see at night. You can fall into a cleave or
pit if you can't see where you're going. 24. Sleeping high above the ground will keep you warm and sweet compared to sleeping on the ground. Make a one-to-one hammok or raise your sleeping area from the ground using strong ponchos, or logs. Build this bed the way you build your shelter-the-hetty-logs first, then fill in the difference with small lathis and
leaves. 25. Take up when you never know that a supply item scan fail, so always take several options for emergency use. There are two or three options for starting fire and waterproifing, a backup umbrella or saw, several poncubines or waste garbage bags, and at all times the extra water on hand poches. 26. Hand perkinalic hand perkinlic is a type of use
in a survival situation. It can be used to treat small wounds, and because it is very high in alcohol content, it is very jollinsive. You put a few drops on the bundle of the tiner or a small cloth and light it, and your fire will burn at some time. 27. You hear that the correction of the dickt tape is everything, and it's not more true than an emergency. You can use tube
tape to strengthen your water-provisioning efforts, strengthen your supply pack, prevent sire, treat wounds, repair items, and help you build tools. 28. Use charcoal to clean water as you learned about making water filters in the tup, charcoal is useful for cleaning water. This absoorpataoi features that can remove unhealthy from lake or river water. Just save a
few parts from your fire and you'll always have some charcoal on hand. 29. Place the hand-receipt on the receipt is useful for making shelter, hunting, and a large number of other things. If you don't have a receipt in your pack, you can make the receipt by the breading soft raabbonlacy material is found under the velu peel. 30. Survival fishing if you are near
water Fishing is the easiest way to find food. Because fish swim towards the air, if you put your bait in the air while fishing, you'll catch more fish. It will ensure bait land in front of the fish instead of behind it. 31. Investing in a good bag's technical pack are made of durable, weather-resistant materials that will protect your supply and manage them well. Your
bag organization is important so you will be able to find what you need immediately. Good syrian sathena are light, which will save energy. 32. If you don't have a kumpass, use your watch to navigation, you can use a watch to visit. Point to the hour hand in the sun and draw two unusual lines between that and point at 12 o'clock. It will create an angle, and
then bisse-tang a fantasy straight line angle. Because the sun is moving from east to west, and the sun is pointing north. 33. If your cell phone even if you don't have a signal, your cell phone can be useful for survival. In a way, you can start a fire with your cell phone battery. Find survival applications You can use offline. 34. Use poncho to take several
additional ponchos in your pack. Use them not only to cover one's own in the rain, but to collect rain water, protect your shelter from rain, or as a barrier between the ground and your bed. Like a temporary donkey, their stuff with leaves for extra-sussion. 35. In addition to the light or smoke signal, In addition to universal wave, you should learn universal wave
to communicate with the rescuer. Stand up straight and hold your face in the form of a Y to get their attention as they fly head. 36. Fat wood collecting fat wood is actually resined from pine trees. It is both effective as a fire-startup rand as an insect intrusion, so it's a good thing to collect and have on hand. 37. Keep good tools you can sprinkle and waste a lot
of energy trying to make tools out of animal bones. It's always the best tool on hand. A nice umbrella, a multiple device, a saw, and a belllet can go a long way towards your survival. 38. Surround your fire with stones around the fire and keep the fire out of the long fire after maintaining the heat. You can also use small hot stones from the fire to make water
boiling. Just leave the hot stone in a metal container of water, and the stone will get the water into the boiling. 39. Do not eat ice It may sound like a good way to stay hydrated, but ice is made of air more than water. It costs your body more energy to eat ice than drinking water. Always melt the ice and drink it as water instead of eating it. 40. Pack a Mylar
blanket These space age blankets don't look like much, but they are made of reflective materials that maintain the heat of your body. in the cold They might save lives. In the heat, they can be used to reflect the rays of the sun away from your sanctuary. 41. When investing in pink match Get the match wet, change their chemical structure and they will not do
again. If you're making a baking match, make sure they're a pinrock. 42. Learn to predict the weather by looking at the sun or moon, you can tell if it will rain. A rain approaching around the sun or moon within 36 hours indicates a rain. The hala is produced by light reflecting ice crystals in the atmosphere. 43. A survival chudi survival canon made of paracord
are popular among outdoor excisions. It can be used as a shelter or a receipt to help create bound injury. 44. Ignore your devices paint the handle of your devices with bright orange paint to ignore you. If you leave them on the ground you don't want to find valuable time and energy for your tools. 45. If you are a strong park, even if you do not cross the
Rapids River, there is no danger of a high speed river crossed. You can get a strong current and sax in the sink. Even if you survive the the connection, you will spend far more energy in the effort. 46. Sprinkle glow sprinkles can help you save the night. Unusual light from a glow stick easily attracts attention. Tie your bag or your shelter to help others find
their position. 47. Cut the wood without a axis Be careful with this tape so that you don't break your leg. Just keep the pieces of wood separatebetween the ground and a tree. Stick wood using good balance between strength and strength. 48. Organize your pack as mentioned above, maintain your pack and well-organized provision so you can easily need
you. You don't want to waste time searching through your luggage. Take special care with the start of your fire so that they're always close in hand. 49. Knows about medicinal plants and causes common diseases in insect bites, diarrhea, and inflammation from muscle and joint pain. Knowing which plants will help treat these problems. The velu peel tea,
charcoal, goblet leaves, and pine are readily available and can help treat these problems. 50. Stay cool in the heat when you build a shadow sanctuary, so a collar is helpful to dig a few inches into the ground to reveal the surface. Cover your shelter with aluminum foil, turn out from the shiny side to take the heat off your shelter. In extreme heat conditions,
take clothes in the piss and tie around your head to stay cool. Cool.
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